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Case study - Logan Paul 
 
On January 2, the YouTube community was left stunned as it was revealed superstar Logan Paul had posted a 
video of dead body, filmed in Japan's 'Suicide Forest'. The footage caused global outrage. 
 
As the dust refused to settle and fans clamoured for Paul's account to be closed, the story quickly captured a 
prevailing mood in the YouTube generation, that many of its idols had gone too far unchecked. 
 
Over the coming days, The Telegraph's Snapchat editorial and design teams worked with desks across the news 
floor to promote pieces on the problematic world of YouTube stars: their moral responsibilities to a devoted 
teenage audience, accountability among social media influencers and their continued monetisation of 
inappropriate content. 
 
The series featured news, comment, polls and video while taking advantage of Discover's 'Breaking Story' 
function to ensure that momentum wasn't lost to competing publishers.  
 
TAKEAWAY NUMBERS 
 
Between January 3 and January 11, five editions led with the Logan Paul story. 
 

● On average, 977.4k unique viewers opened one of our five editions 
● This is a 248% increase on The Telegraph's average daily viewership 
● Day five was viewed by 1,481,186 uniques (22% higher than the second most popular in The 

Telegraph's history on the platform) 
● Not only did the content drive greater numbers to the channel, those who viewed the content spent 

25% longer within the edition than average 
● Unique viewers were more inclined to share this content, with shares increasing by 142% and 

screenshots by 120% 
● They were also more inclined to subscribe to The Telegraph channel after viewing this content. 

Average daily subscriptions increased by 119% for these editions 
 
DAILY ENGAGEMENT ON LOGAN PAUL 
 
January 2, 2018  
 
The Logan Paul news story appeared as Snap #8, with the top snap featuring an edit of his original video. Snap 9 
followed with a poll - ‘Should YouTube stars have more accountability?’  
 

 



 
Longform article:  
YouTube star Logan Paul apologises for showing apparent dead body in video of Japan's 'suicide forest' 
 
Numbers: 
 

● 489k unique viewers (edition) 
● 39% attachment conversion (story)  
● 42% attachment conversion (poll) 
● 1:25 min average read time (story)  
● 60,948 voters (poll)  

 
Results: Should YouTube stars have more accountability?  
- No, it's just entertainment (16%) 
- Yes, they have a responsibility to (84%)  
 
January 3, 2018 
 
Logan posted an apology to his YouTube account saying how he 'did not expect to be forgiven', But it did little to 
quell the anger from fans. A petition to delete his account, which at the time had over 15 million subscribers, 
reached 50,000 signatures. 
 
We led the edition using the front tile headline, YouTuber's 'apology' add fuel to the fire. This lead story sparked 
huge interest, and almost doubled the daily unique users compared to the previous day, approaching four times 
the amount than a standard edition. 
 
Front tile: YouTuber's 'apology' for filming dead man adds fuel to the fire  

 
 
Longform news article: 
YouTube star Logan Paul says he’s ‘ashamed’ as backlash grows over video of dead body in Japan ‘suicide 
forest’ 
 

● 803k unique viewers (close to double the previous day) 
● 53% attachment conversion  
● 1:52 min average read time  

 
January 4, 2018 
 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/01/02/youtube-star-logan-paul-apologises-showing-apparent-dead-body/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/01/03/youtube-star-logan-paul-says-ashamed-backlash-grows-video-dead/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/01/03/youtube-star-logan-paul-says-ashamed-backlash-grows-video-dead/


Working with our Trending Desk, we delved deeper into Logan Paul's empire, his rise to fame, and whether the 
controversy could spell the end for one YouTube's most notorious stars. Leading with the front tile 'Is this the end 
for Logan Paul?', we split the story of two Top Snaps, referencing Paul's 'rocket fuel' 2017 and how it could now 
be all at risk. 
 

 
 
 
Longform article:  
Logan Paul: The multi-million dollar empire at risk after the dead body YouTube video controversy 
 
This edition became The Telegraph's most viewed, breaking the 1m daily unique viewers mark for the second 
time since its Discover debut in June 2017. 

● 1.18m unique viewers  
● 47% attachment conversion  
● 2:19 min average read time  

 
 
 
January 5, 2018 
 
From Logan Paul, the story was expanded to take in the broader problem of an unregulated YouTube. A 
comment piece by author Chris Stokel-Walker, commissioned by our Tech desk, looked at Logan Paul as 
symptom of this 'hypercompetitive, cut-throat world.' 
 
The edition's high engagement once again served to highlight Discover's teenage audience's capacity to stay 
with the story, while The Telegraph showed itself to be the only UK news publisher with the capacity on Discover 
to pursue a story further than the topline, refusing to 'young down' for its intelligent and savvy readership. 
 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/01/04/logan-paul-multi-million-dollar-empire-risk-dead-body-video/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/01/04/logan-paul-multi-million-dollar-empire-risk-dead-body-video/


 
 
Longform article: Logan Paul's disastrous YouTube video is just a symptom of very modern problem 
 

● 728k unique viewers  
● 52% attachment conversion  
● 1:15 min average read time  

 
January 10, 2018  
 
YouTube broke its silence on Wednesday 10 January, issuing a series of tweets confirming that a punishment 
was coming.  
 
While there was little confirmed, something was in the pipeline. The edition was published at 4pm GMT, leading 
on the tweets and the longform news story. 
 
Overnight, the story finally broke that YouTube were cutting financial ties with Paul. 
 
With the interest at fever pitch - and daily uniques already over the 1m mark - at 8am GMT the editorial team took 
advantage of Discover's 'Breaking News' function to update the story. 
 
This decision ensured The Telegraph was first among the UK partners to report YouTube's decision. The 1.48m 
unique users set a new record for The Telegraph on the platform. 

 
 
 
Longform news stories: 
YouTube mulls 'consequences' for Logan Paul amid dead body controversy 
YouTube punishes star vlogger Logan Paul after outrage over Japan suicide video 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2018/01/05/logan-pauls-disastrous-youtube-video-just-symptom-far-bigger/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2018/01/10/youtube-says-may-consequences-logan-paul-amid-dead-body-controversy/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2018/01/11/youtube-punishes-star-vlogger-outrage-japan-suicide-video/


 
● 1.48m unique viewers  
● 73% attachment conversion  
● 1:12 min average read time  

 
 
January 11, 2018 
 
The breaking story overnight freed up Thursday's edition for an investigative piece. As the news pieces continued 
to break during the week, The Telegraph's Trending Desk had moved forward with an investigation into the murky 
financial ties between Paul and YouTube. 
 
Once again, the piece moved The Telegraph ahead of the pack on UK Discover, breaking another angle on a 
story that had dominated the Discover news cycle for 11 days. 
 

 
 
Longform article: 
Logan Paul's Japan YouTube videos make up to $90,000 despite dead body controversy 
 
682k unique viewers  

● 24% attachment conversion  
● 1:34 min average read time  

 
 
Case study - General Election  
 
Objective   
 
The Telegraph launched its daily Snapchat Discover editions just days ahead of the General Election, using 
editions that focused on providing its millennial audience with the latest news, comment, analysis and data. The 
Telegraph’s  content, featured over five editions, highlighted the build up, duration and aftermath of the election, 
through video, imagery and agenda-setting journalism. These editions attracted a total of 1.07m unique viewers 
and 8.52m total views from June 8 to June 10, 2017.  
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/01/11/logan-pauls-japan-youtube-videos-make-90000-despite-dead-body/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/01/11/logan-pauls-japan-youtube-videos-make-90000-despite-dead-body/


Ahead of the election 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



During the election 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Post election  
 

 
 
 
 
Case study - Generational Divide  
 
As accusations of sexual assault rocked Westminster in 2017, a project was commissioned to gauge the views of 
different generations surrounding the problem of harassment in the workplace. Focusing on the attitudes of 
young women, the video piece was pitched specifically for The Telegraph’s Snapchat audience. 
 
Both younger women and older women were interviewed, using the same set of questions. Their differing 
responses were recorded to form the basis of a single-issue edition published on The Telegraph’s Snapchat 
platform. After publication on Snapchat, the interviews were later re-purposed to articles on The Telegraph’s main 
news site.  
 
The video-led project, tailored specifically for Snapchat, brought 190k unique viewers, 1.87m total views and 
8.75 unique top snaps per user to The Telegraph’s edition.  
 
Watch the project here.  
 

https://vimeo.com/253469427


 

 
 
 


